Cliff Notes Charge Sheet 6
Common Mechanisms
Common Mechanisms in ME/CFS and the Brain Damage we call Autism (and Chronic Lyme
disease or post-sepsis syndrome)
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2012, Dec, New York Times; Doctors admit Thimerosal is put in vaccines to prevent
fungi
o Banning it would require switching to single-dose vials for vaccines, which would
cost far more and require new networks of cold storage facilities and additional
capacity for waste disposal
A report from Denmark which says that once Thimerosal was removed from certain
vaccines, Autism cases from vaccines skyrocketed, although the majority of Autism cases
seem to have a closer relationship to the MMR vaccines
Borna virus is a model of the “neurodevelopmental brain damage” we call Autism.
o That is, a live virus infection which no doubt is responsible for the inflammation,
SSPE, SIDS (warned about in the MMR monograph), is what deoes the damage;
the active viruses destroy neurons, etc
The rubella vaccines were invented in the first place because rubella was known to cause
“congenital Autism.”
Thimerosal is put in vaccines to prevent LYMErix, or the immune suppressing fungal
endotoxin, OspA
he CDC does not want to admit to the mechanisms of immunosuppression especially via
fungi (no antibodies, increased susceptibility to reactivating latent viruses)
o because that betrays the source of the Autism pandemic.
o The same thing is happening when you inject a child with a live attenuated
vaccine that is contaminated with fungal antigens….
o And against which Thimerosal was added to vaccines as a “preservative.”
▪ “Preservative” means “prevent the likes of fungal mycoplasmal antigens
or LYMErix growing in vaccine vials with mercury.
The Lyme criminals say “you cannot have a disease without inflammation,” or that “there
is no disease other than autoimmune,”
o when we know the opposite is the most damaging outcome:
▪ live viruses and infections without immunity
The lies about Lyme and ME/CFS/ Fibro have to do with how the pediatric vaccines fail
and give these children the very brain damaging viruses claim to prevent immunosuppression/sepsis.
No children are assessed for existing co-infection or immunosuppression status prior to
vaccination.
o Pediatricians are not informed as to how to assess immune status.
CDC warns against administering vaccinations to children who are immune suppressed
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o but whose pediatrician ever pre-screens for immune incompetence prior to
vaccination?
The IDSA are throwing out the vaccine failure cases by claiming the reversion to wild
type can’t be distinguished from natural infection;
o and no doctor is given a tool for assessing immune status prior to vaccination
The CDC/BigPharma make the claim that vaccines are safe
o excluding the phrase “for children who are not already sick or
immunosuppressed”
▪ We have shown the mechanism of immunosuppression reactivates-viruses
in parallel with the LYMErix and Lyme, and CFIDS/ME post-sepsis
syndrome
CDC’s Patent, US # 7,632,510, admitting people can get the diseases from the vaccines
The point is that an immunosuppressed animal is infectious for the vaccine virus, and
that, like we hear in the Humira and Stelara commercials,
o “don’t go near anyone who recently had a vaccine if you are taking these
immunosuppressive drugs,”
▪ because the other person harbor live viruses, and you are
immunosuppressed –
• a model to which the CDC does not otherwise admit
IDSA admits vaccines not safe for babies:
o At this age (2 years and under), infants are at greatest risk for certain serious
medical adverse events, including high fevers, seizures and sudden infant death
syndrome.
Paul Offit shows that he absolutely knows vaccines can cause immunosuppression, and
we know what happens in cases of immunosuppression
o The woman he talks about acquired multiple sclerosis, which comes from what?
Immunosuppression-reactivated EpsteinBarr, which pretty surely is associated
with the development of Multiple Sclerosis (and post-sepsis Chronic
Fatigue/Lyme):
And we know that cases where the MMR vaccines fail and the children suffer the
consequences of the live vaccine viruses, they tend to be immunosuppressed,
o vaccinated too early according to the Infectious Diseases Society if America, suit
the manufacturers and not the victims, these sick children do indeed have lower
antibodies (meaning active infection – see Auwaerter), and that that mechanisms
match what happens in post-Lyme or CFIDS sepsis:
▪ Reactivated latent herpes viruses, et al, - even vaccine viruses – due to
immunosuppression.
The Lyme criminals claim you can’t have a “disease” unless you have inflammation or an
autoimmune outcome.
o Of course, such a claim betrays the source of the Autism pandemic.
▪ The kids are getting the viruses instead of the protection and this is shown
in many places and is called an “adverse event.”
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Spirochetes are notorious immune suppressors like Tuberculosis because the Osps are
triacylated lipoproteins, which means they are managed by Toll Like Receptors 1 and 2,
o which means they are FUNGAL. (Which means THEY ARE NOT REGULAR
“BACTERIA.”)
▪ Thimerosal is put in vaccines to prevent the very shed fungal antigens
from spirochetes or anything, obviously, fungal, like mycoplasma or
chlamydia, etc.
Cancer and Autism, naturally co-trending since hypervaccination causes immuneblunting just like old age immunity (cancer, like Lyme and CFIDS, is classified as "a
failure of the immune system" which is at the other end of the immunity spectrum from
autoimmunity)
“Herd immunity (also called herd effect, community immunity, population immunity, or
social immunity) is a form of indirect protection from infectious disease that occurs when
a large percentage of a population has become immune to an infection, thereby providing
a measure of protection for individuals who are not immune.
o In a population in which a large number of individuals are immune, chains of
infection are likely to be disrupted, which stops or slows the spread of disease. T
o The greater the proportion of individuals in a community who are immune, the
smaller the probability that those who are not immune will come into contact with
an infectious individual.
▪ Individual immunity can be gained through recovering from a natural
infection or through artificial means such as vaccination.
o "Herd immunity" - which no one really understands - is about "everyone get
vaccinated so the ones who cant get vaccine because they're immunosuppressed
and might get those live viruses.
The Rubella vaccine was invented in the first place to prevent congenital Autism.
o When the MMR vaccines fail because children are not prescreened for immune
status could it be the Rubella virus from the vaccines causing the same brain
damage?
Synergism, and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (post sepsis without the spirochetes
o ”The latency between vaccination and the development of encephalitis in the
publications described above ranged from 5 months to 2 years, suggesting
persistent viral infection as the mechanism. Direct viral infection and viral
reactivation may contribute to encephalitis
▪ That’s basically the definition of post-sepsis Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,
which is a condition simultaneously denied by the CDC
o Again on mycoplasma (to which you probably have been tolerized if you have
Chronic Fatigue or Fibromyalgia post sepsis syndrome) and how they can cause
fatigue by damaging red blood cell membranes, inhibiting the transfer of oxygen
Mycoplasma cause disease by affecting red blood cells (oxygen) and they inhibit
apoptosis in infected other blood immune cells,
o which is very close to a pre-cancer state
Seronegative Epstein-Barr
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o It means you can have chronic active Epstein-Bar or other herpes viruses (some
living in the ganglia, hello Fibromyalgia)
▪ but in these immunosuppression cases, you will not see the typical
slightly elevated antibody titer associated with reactivated viruses in nonimmunocompromised or nonpost-sepsis individuals
Clifford Harding says the chronic agonism of TLR2/1 by these lipoproteins also inhibit
TLR7/9 function (manages the viruses like EBV);
o people want to know how Lyme and LYMErix activate EBV,
▪ in all general immunosuppression such as Humira and Stelara and posttransplant patients who acquired EBV-induced lymphoma,
OspA and Borrelia render you unable to manage viral infections by the viral-managing
TLRs
We know Lupus and MS are EBV-linked outcomes from post-Lyme sepsis.
o In those cases, those victims have the EBV-linked hypersensitivity association or
some other mechanism that looks like those outcomes are “autoimmunity.”
▪ But as we know, Chronic Fatigue and Fibromyalgia are the same Lupusand-MS-outcomes-of-the-Great-Imitators-Lyme-and-Syphilis, but without
the autoimmunity.
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